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Turbo Pascal for Windows Bible/DiskSams Publishing, 1991

	Welcome to Turbo Pascal for Windows Bible, a b o o k that will clear many of the mysteries of Windows programming in Turbo Pascal for Windows style. Windows programming is difficult, but Turbo Pascal for Windows makes the difficulty manageable. In fact, developing Windows applications with Turbo Pascal for Windows is much more fun once y o u...
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TCP/IP Network Administration (3rd Edition; O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002
The first edition of TCP/IP Network  Administration was written in 1992. In the decade since,  many things have changed, yet some things remain the same. TCP/IP is  still the preeminent communications protocol for linking together  diverse computer systems. It remains the basis of interoperable...
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Circuit Design with VHDLMIT Press, 2004
This textbook teaches VHDL using system examples combined with programmable logic and supported by laboratory exercises. While other textbooks concentrate only on language features, Circuit Design with VHDL offers a fully integrated presentation of VHDL and design concepts by including a large number of complete design examples,...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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The Extreme Searcher's Internet Handbook: A Guide for the Serious Searcher, Second EditionInformation Today, 2007
"A phenomenal resource for both extreme and not-so-extreme researchers. Great tips, clear explanations, and years of expertise distilled into 250 pages of clear, engaging text. This book should be on every searcher's desk."  —Mary Ellen Bates, coauthor, Researching Online for Dummies



The...
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Telecommunications and Networks (Computer Weekly)Focal Press, 1997
Telecommunications is an old and stable technology if you think only of telephones and telegraph. But in the 1960s came computers and the processing of data. Soon, we needed data communications to transmit data to remote PCs connected by networks. Later, these points of communications increased in number, with the transmission being no longer...
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Bioinformatics: Problem Solving ParadigmsSpringer, 2008
There are fundamental principles for problem analysis and algorithm design that are continuously used in bioinformatics. This book concentrates on a clear presentation of these principles, presenting them in a self-contained, mathematically clear and precise manner, and illustrating them with lots of case studies from main fields of bioinformatics...
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Governing Climate Change (Global Institutions)Routledge, 2010

	Governing Climate Change provides a short and accessible introduction to how climate change is governed by an increasingly diverse range of actors, from civil society and market actors to multilateral development banks, donors and cities.


	The issue of global climate change has risen to the top of the international...
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Mechanics and Strength of MaterialsSpringer, 2005

	This textbook gives a clear and thorough presentation of the fundamental principles of mechanics and strength of materials. It provides both the theory and applications of mechanics of materials on an intermediate theoretical level, ranging from the mechanical properties of materials through the effects of axial load, torsion, bending, and...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 High-Performance T-SQL Using Window FunctionsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Window functions, to me, are the most profound feature supported by both standard
	
		SQL and Microsoft SQL Server’s dialect—T-SQL. They allow you to perform
	
		calculations against sets of rows in a flexible, clear, and efficient manner. The design of
	
		window functions is ingenious, overcoming a number of...
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The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4 Book for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2012

	Since Lightroom first launched, Scott Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Book for Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1 best-selling Lightroom book (it has been translated into a dozen different languages), and in this latest version for Lightroom 4, Scott uses his same award-winning, step-by-step, plain-English...
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Oracle PL/SQL ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Considered the best Oracle PL/SQL programming guide by the Oracle community, this definitive guide is precisely what you need to make the most of Oracle’s powerful procedural language. The sixth edition describes the features and capabilities of PL/SQL up through Oracle Database 12c Release 1.

	
		Hundreds of...
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